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o. Introduction and formulation of the results.

In the last few years several papers appeared whieh eoneerned the eonnection between

holomorphieally eonvex hulls and envelopes of holomorphy in cermin situations. We take
here the following notion of holomorphieally eonvex hulls. For a eompaet set K eon

tained in the closure of a strietly pseudoconvex bounded domain in C2 we denote by
kO the hull with respect to the spaee O(fi) of funetions holomorphie on n: kO =
{z E fi : I/(z)1 ~ max III for all functions I in O(fi)} . HuUs of this kind are interesting in
approximation theory. Tbe set K is ealled O(fi)-eonvex if K = l(n. The following theo
rem summarizes some of the known results eoneeming connections between holomorphically

convex hulls and descriptions of certain envelopes of holomorphy.

We will say here that a continuous function tL on a set A in C2 has analytic extension
to a set D which is the union of Riemannian domains over C2 if there is a uniquely
determined continuous function on DU A whieh is analytic on D and coincides on A with

u. Note that this definition implies that each connected component of D contains in its
closure a sufficiently large part of A. Tbe definition does not include non-schlicht analytie

continuation to D.

Theorem A. Let n c C2 be a bounded strictly pseudoconvex domain with boundary 0/ class

C2
. Let K c an be compact and let u be the restriction to an \ K 0/ a function which is

analytic in a neighbourhood 0/ an \ !(. Then the /ollowing is true.

1) u has analytic extension to n \ k n.

2) There is a one-one-correspondence between connected components 0/ an \ K and
connected components 0/ n\k n, namely, the boundary 0/each component 0/ n\1<,0
contains exactly one connected component 0/ an \K and does not intersect any other

component 0/ an \ K .

3) n\ k n is pseudoconvex (hence fi \ kO is the envelope 0/ holomorphy 0/ an \ K ).

Remark. Clearly eaeh eomponent of an\K is contained in the boundary of some component
of n \ kO. Indeed, consider for ( E an \]( a peak funetion für n, we see that für some
neighbüurhood U, of ( the set U, n n is contained in n \ 1(0. In this way we get for

each connected component of an \ K a connected open set in n \ ko' whose boundary
contains the mentioned component of an \ ]( .

Part 2 is interesting since it gives a geometrie relation hetween compact sets and their

holomorphically convex huUs, the problem of ge<?metric deseriptiorui of holomorphically
eonvex sets heing up to now a difficult problem. Part 1 was proved by Stout [6] and

Lupaeciolu [11] under the restrietion an \!( being connected. Tbey used integral fonnulas

for the proof. Tbe 3. part was proved by Siodkowski [MI3], see also [12] for eliminating

from Siodkowski's proof what is needed in this situation. The praof of part 2 is contained
in the work of Alexander and Stout [2]. It uses a deep theorem of Stolzenberg [15]. For

another proof in case n being the ball see [1]. After part 2 was prove~, part 1 followed
in full generality [17].



Part 1 of the theorem was generalized by Lupacciolu and Stout [6], [11]. They considered

continuous CR -functions (instead of analytic functions) and replaced the condition of strict

pseudoconvexity of n by the following one: n is a bounded pseudoconvex domain in C2

with n having aStein neighbourhood basis and an \ K is connected (altematively, fl is

compactly contained in aStein manifold X , J( = k x nan and n \ k n has to be replaced

by fl \ k x with k x being the hull with respect to holomorphic functions on X).

We will remove here the condition of the existence of a Stein neighbourhood basis of n (for

examples of smoothly bounded pseudoconvex domains without Stein neighbourhood basis see

[4]). To do this we divide the problem inta two independant problems, the problem of analytic

extension of continuous CR-functions from hypersurfaces to their one-sided neighbourhoods

and the problem of describing envelopes of holomorphy of one-sided neighbourhoods of

an \ K for n being a bounded pseudoconvex domain and K a compact subset of an.

For the second problem we use exhaustion of fl by relatively compact strictly pseudoconvex

domains and apply theorem A 10 these domains. Instead of the hulls k ö we have to

consider slightly smaller huBs.

Definition. Let fl be a bounded domain in C2 with boundary of class C 2 • Denote by A(f!)
the space of functions continuous in n and analytic in fl. The A(n)-hull of K is defined

in the following way: A(!1)-hull (X) = {z E !1 : I/(z)1 ::; m;x III far alt I E A(!1)}. ](

is called A(f!)-convex if A(n)-hull (K) = K.

Note that the A(f!)-hull of a compact set is always A(O)-convex. For areal C 2 hypersurface

H in C 2 and a compact subset K of H we will use also the following definition.

Definition. K is called CR(H)-convex if for each zEH \ K there exists a continuous

CR-function f on H with I(z) = 1 and max III < 1.
K

As usually, a CR-function on a hypersurface is a function which satisfies the tangential

Cauchy-Riemann equations in the weak sense. Note, that for a compact set !( in the

boundary an of a bounded domain in C2 the set an n A(fl)-hull (K) is CR(H)-convex
(an is assumed to be of dass C2).

We need also the notion of one-sided neighbourhoods. Let z be a point in a hypersurface

H in Cn • Take a small neighbourhood U in Cn of z such that U \ H consists

of two connected components. Each component is called a one-sided neighbourhood of

z (with respect to H). An open set in C2 wich contains a one-sided neighbourhood of each

point of H is called a one-sided neighbourhood of H.

We will prove here the following two theorems.

Theorem 1. Suppose H is a connected hypersurface 0/class C2 in C2 with compact Levijiat

part (Le. the set 0/ points 0/ H, where the Levi/orm vanishes, is compact). Let !( f; H

be a compact subset 0/ H which is CR(H)-convex. Then each continuous CR-function on

H \ K has analytic extension to a one-sided neighbourhood 0/ each point zEH \ K (the

one-sided neighbourhood not depending on the CR-function).

Note that the condition on H is satisfied in particular if H is a connected closed hypersurface

of class C2 in C 2. Ir H bounds a pseudoconvex domain, then the one-sided neighbourhoods

are contained in the domain. Some condition like CR(H)-convexity of K is essential as is
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seen immediately from the remark that for the conclusion of theorem 1 it is necessary that

no connected component of H \ K is Leviflat

Theorem 2. Let n be a bounded pseudoconvex dom.ain in C2 with boundary an of class

C2. Suppose K c an, K f:. an, is a compact CR(an) -convex set (i.e. K = an n A(n)
hull (K), but K is not necessarily A(n) -convex). Then the following is true.

1. Let 0 be a one-sided neighbourhood of an \ K, 0 c n \ A-hull (K). Suppose each
connected component of 0 contains in its boundary exaetly one component of an \ K
and no other point of an \ K. Let u be holomorphie in O. Then u has (uniquely

determined) annlytic extension to n \ A(n)-hull (K).

2. The same one-one- correspondenee between connected eomponents of an \]( anti
conneeted components of n \ A(n)-hull (K) is true as in part 2 of theorem A.

By the assumption of the theorem (an \ K) n A(n)-hull (!() = 0, so each point of an \ !(
has a neighbourhood in C2 not intersecting A(n)-hull (K). This shows that a one-sided

neighbourhood 0 of an \]( with the properties described in the first part of the theorem

always exists.

Note that the condition of CR(an)-convexity of K is essential for theorem 2. So, simple

examples show that for ]( not CR(H)-convex the correspondence between connected

components of an \]( and those of an \ A(n)-hull (K) can be rather complicated.

Example 1. n = 8 2 n {Rezl < 1 - c} (82 being the unit ball in C2 ) c > 0), K =
a82 n {Rez} = 1 - c}. an \ K consists of two connected components. The complement in

-2
an of the set an n A(n)-hull (K) = B n {ReZI = 1 - c} is connected. The example can

easily be modified to give a domain with smooth boundary. This is also a counterexample

for part 1 of theorem 1 in case K is not CR(an)-convex.

Example 2. n is as in example 1, K = a82 n {!mzl = O} n {Rezl ~ 1 - c}. an \ !(
is connected. The complement in an of the' set an n A(O)-hull (K) = an n {Imzl = o}
has two connected components.

In the second part of this article we prove theorem 1 and in part 3 we deduce theorem 2 from

theorem A. In the first part we give a new proof of the first two assertions of theorem A.

This proof seems to us very natural. It is based on the observation that Oka' s characterization

principle for holomorphically convex huBs (see, for example, [4] p. 263/264) is in complex

dimension 2 essentially the same as what is needed for getting analytic continuation along

one-parameter families of one-dimensional analytic manifolds via Kontinuitätssatz. Oka's

underlying idea was to approximate functions which are holomorphic near a compact set by

functions which are holomorphic in a fixed larger domain by continuously moving poles of

meromorphic functions to the outside of the domain. So, as for the characterization of COffi

plements of holomorphically convex hulls, as for analytic continuation via Kontinuitätssatz

we need "curves" (i.e. continuous one-parameter families) of one-dimensional analytic vari~

eties (or, by Sard's theorem of analytic manifolds) which don't meet a compact set, the curve

connecting a variety through a given point with another variety outside the domain. Tbe only

additional point for the proof of theorem A is same umonooromy consideration" for showing

that the envelope of holomorphy is schlicht.
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1. Anatytic continuation atong families of anatytic manifolds.

ProoC oe theorem A. Let z E 0 \ k Ö . By definition of kO there exists a function f = fz
which is holomorphic in a neighbourhood of n such that /(z) = 1 and max 1/1 < 1 - h

K
for some 8 > O. By Sard's theorem we ean assurne that 1 is a regular (non-critical) value
of the funetion Re/ in a neighbourhood of fi. Indeed, almost all values of Re/ are
regular. Sinee / is a non-constant analytie funetion, for eaeh neighbourhood U of z (in

C2 ) the set /(U) is a neighbourhood of f(z) in C. So there are points z + 1] arbitrarily

elose to z such that Imf(z + 7]) = 0 and (Re/) (z + 7]) is a regular value for Re/.
Take instead of f the funerion /1, f1{() = f{( +7]). {/{z +7]))-1 , whieh is analytie in
a neighbourhood of fi if 7] is small enough. So, assurne from the beginning that 1 is a

regular value of Re/ and denote by 0/ a (eonnected) neighbourhood of fi, such that /

is analytic near fif. We will use the notation Rf = {( E Of : Ref(() = I}. 1t is clear
that R/ n K = 0. Since the gradient of Ref does not vanish on R/ the same is true
(by Cauehy-Riemann equations) for Im/. So Rf is foliated into a one-parameter family

of analytie manifolds V/,t = {( E n/ : /(() = 1 + it} of complex dimension one. If V/,t
is not empty, then eaeh of its eonnected components has non-empty boundary contained in
an/ (since there are no compaet analytic manifolds contained in C2 ). We assume (by

shrinking 0 f eventually) that the function u has analytic extension to a neighbourhood of

Rf \ n. Put rf = Rf n 0 and Vf,t = Vf,t n n. 1t is eonvenient to use the following

Definition. Let X be a topological space and S a subset of X. We call a neighbourhood
U of S nicely choosen if eaeh eonnected component of U intersects S.

Consider a small nicely ehoosen neighbourhood of an \!( (in C2 ) whieh earries an analytic

function with restrietion to ao \ K being equal to u (the funetion whieh oceured in the
formulation of theorem A). Denote this analytic function also by u.

The following proposition realizes analytie eontinuation of the function u along the family
of eomplex manifolds Vf,t.

Proposition 1. There exists a nicely choosen neighbourhood 0 f 0/ f fand a (uniquely

determined, univalent) analytic function U I in 01 such that uI coincides with u at all

points oj "f which are sufficiently close to ao.
Proof. The function f will be fixed during the proof of proposition 1, so for shortness we will

write Vt (1ft, resp.) instead of vI,t (VI,t, resp.). Set tmax = 1T!.ax I m/, tmin = ff!l.n I mf.
TJ TJ

Sinee for ( E 0 the set /(0) contains a neighbourhood of /(() in C, the set Stma:c =

{( E fi : / (() = 1 + i tmax } is contained in ao. We will say that for t E [tmin, tmaxl the
continuation property (CP) holds, if there is an analytic function Ut in some nicely choosen

neighbourhood Ut of TI n {Imf ~ t} which coincides with u near art n {Im! ~ t}. For
proving proposition 1 we have to show that CP holds for t = tmin. For t elose to tmax CP
holds since for those t the set fl n {Im/ ~ t} C {z E n: /(z) = 1 + iT : t ~ T ~ tmax }
is contained in a small neighbourhood of Stmu C ao so that u is defined near this set.

Set to = in/{t : CP holds for t} and suppose to > tmin. The main step in the proof of
proposition 1 is the following

Lemma 1. There exists an analytic function Vt o dejined in a nicely choosen neighbourhood

Wto 0/ vto ' which coincides with u near vto \ Vt o C Rf \ rf.
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Proof. By the definition of t o for t > t o there exists a nicely choosen neighbourhood

Ut of fl n {Im! ~ t} and an analytic function ut' in Ut which coincides with u near

8r j n {Im! ~ t}. Since the function u is defined near the set Rf \ r j, it is easy to see that
there exists a nicely ehoosen neighbourhood Ut of Rf n {Im! ~ t} and an analytie funetion

Ut in Ut which eoincides with u near (RJ \ rj) n {Im! ~ t}.

Now we can apply the Cartan-Tbullen argument (see [20], ill. 16.1.). Suppose u is analytic

in an c;-neighbourhood of 8RI for some € > o. Let z E vto and Zt E vt (t > t o) be

elose to z, say Iz - Zt I much smaller than c. By the Cartan-Thullen argument applied to

vt and 8l1, C 8RI the Taylor series of Ut around the point Zt converges near z and defines

an analytie function near z. It is easy to see that this funetion does not depend on the

choice of the point Zt E vt für t > to and Zt being sufficiently elose to z. (Here we used,

that Rf and vt are smooth manifolds and the Taylor expansions around points Zt, t > tOl

eome from a unique analytic funetion near RI n {Im! > to}. ) So, there is a nicely choosen

neighbourhood Wto of vto and a uniquely detennined analytie function Vt o in Wt o which

(by construetion) coincides with u near Vl o \ 0, since all points in vto \ fi are limit points

of Vi \ Vt (t > to ) and Vi \ Vt C (Rf \ rf) n {Im! ~ t}. It remains to show that Vt o

coincides with u near vto n 8n. Tbis follaws from the next lemma and the construetion

of the function Vto •

Lemma 2. Let C be a connected component of Vi o n 8n. There exists a point z E C which

is the limit point of a sequence {Ztn} tn>to' Ztn E vtn \ Vt n.

Proof. Suppose, in contrary, there is a small connected neighbourhood N (in C2) of C, say

N C nf' which does not intersect vt \ Vt for t > to • Then N n vt C Vt for t > t 0 dose to to.

But by Kontinuitätssatz this contradicts the fact that n is pseudoconvex.

End oe the proof oe the proposition 1. There is some u > 0 such that Wt o

covers f I n {t o - u ::; Im! ::; to + u} and Vt o coincides with u near the set 8rI n
{t o - u ::; Im! ::; to + u}. Indeed, Wto is a nicely choosen neighbourhood of Vlo ' Tbe

compact set Sto = {( E fi : !(() = 1 +it o } is contained in Vi o ) and fl n {Im! = t o} C

Sto' so Wto covers rIn {to - u ::; I mf ::; to +u} far small u > 0 (since on the compact set

f I \ Wt o the continuous function I mf - to does not vanish, it is greater than same u > 0

there). Further, Vt o coincides with u in some neighbourhood 'Jtto (in C2) of vto \ Vto =

Vl o \ n =:) 8rf n {Imf = to}' Since 8rl \ rytt o is compaet and Im! f:. toon 8rf \ mto we
have 8rf n {to - u ~ Imf ~ t o+ u} C ~to for small u > O.

Now the set Wto U Uto+i covers TI n {1m! ~ to - u} (Uto+i comes from the fact

that CP holds for t = to+~ > to). For proving C P for to - u we set Uto - cr =

(Wto n {Imf < to+~}) U (Uto+; n {Imf > to+;}) U f to ' where f to is the union of all

eonnected components of Uto+~ nWto n{I mf = to+~} which intersect TI' f t o is an open

subset of Rf n {Imf = to+~}, which contains TI n {Imf = to+~}, so it is not hard to see

that Uto- cr is open (in C2
) and contains TI n{Im! ~ to - u}. After rernoving from Uto- cr

superfluous connected components (i.e. those which don't intersect fl n {Im! ~ t o - u})

we get a nicely choosen neighbourhood Uto-cr of TI n {Im! ~ t o - u}. Now the

function Uto-cr defined to be equal to Ut o+2' in Uto- cr n {Imf ~ to+;} and equal to
Vt o in Uto - cr n {Im! :::; to+~} is a correctly defined analytie funetion in Uto-cr which coin-
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eides with U near 8r/ n {Imf 2:: to - u}. This eontradiets the definition of ta. Proposition

1 is proved.

The following proposition shows that the analytie eontinuation to 0 \ kIT is univalent.

Proposition 2. Let zEn \ k n. Suppose f, 9 E 0 (n) satisfy the conditions f( z) = g(z) =
1, max III < 1, max 191 < 1 anti 1 is a regular value for bothjunctions, Ref and Reg,

K K
on n/ n Og. Let U f and ug be the functions dejined by proposition 1. Then U j and ug are
analytic in a (connected) neighbourhood 0/ z and coincide there.

Prool. Denote by Oz the connected component of 0/ n Og which contains 0. Con

sider the analytic manifolds {( E Oz : f( z) = I} ({( E Oz : g(z) = I}, resp.) and let

V/ (Vg , resp.) be the connected components, eontaining z. We may assume, that V/ and Vg

intersect transversally at z and therefore the functions f - 1 and 9 - 1 define a coordinate

system in a neighbourhood of z. Indeed, otherwise we take instead of 1 the function

1+Iz , where lz(() = I(() -l(z) (( E Oj) for a complex linear function I with sufficiently

small coefficients. Clearly, one ean assume that for some domain O/+IJl =:> n, Ü/+IJl c n/ ,
the set {( E n/+1 z : Re(f + 1z ) ( () = I} is eontained in a small neighbourhood of R I and

the gradient of Re(f + Iz ) does not vanish on the intersection of this neighbourhood with

Oj+ls' So Uj = uI+IJl near z.

Take a curve ,Ion VI which joines the point z with a point of VI \ n (such a eurve

always exists, otherwise V/ must be contained in fi and, therefore, being relatively closed

in Oz, it must be compaet, which is not possible). VI n Vg consists of isolated points,

so we can assume that z is the only point on the curve which is contained in VI n ~ .
Take a similar curve ,g on ~. Let UI be a connected neighbourhood of ,/ on whieh the

analytie function Uf is defined (u I is equal to U f on UI n n and equal to u on UI \ ü,
see the proof of lemma 1). Let Ug be a similar neighbourhood of ,g and assume that

U/ n Ug is a ball B p around z of small radius p in coordinates (f - 1,9 - 1), B p C Oz.
Define in Oz the function F = 1 + (f - l)(g - 1). Then F = 1 on 'I U ,g and

\lF = (f - 1) \l 9 + 'Vf (9 - 1) i 0 on 'I U ,g \ {z}. For small e > 0 with 1 + e
being a regular value of ReF put F! = (1 +e)-l F, VFc = {( E Oz : F!(z) = I} and let

uF. be the analytic function near f F. constructed in proposition 1.

Lemma 3. lf e > 0 is small enough and 1+e is a regular value of F then there exists a curve

,f: on VFc n(UI U Ug ) ofthefollowing kind: ,! is the union ofthree curves. ,! = ,jU,tu,;
such that ,j C VF. n UI connects a point in UI \ Ü with a point zlEUI n Ug, similar
conditions hold for ,;, and ,t CU/ n Ug joines zI with Zg.

From lemma 3 proposition 2 follows. Indeed, the analytic function uF~ is defined on

"t C UI U Ug • Sinee ,j U ,: is connected and is contained in UI, and, moreover, near

'f \ n we have UF. = u and 11. j = u, the equality UF~ = UI holds near the whole curve

,j U ,f, Similar arguments are true for ,; U ,t, therefore near ,: u/ = UF. = ug• So, on

the connected set UI n Ug C n, which contains ,:, the desired equality U I = ug holels.

Prool oe lemma 3. Consider a connected part of '/' which does not contain z and joines a

point in Uj\n with a point in ulnug• On this part we have F = 1 and \lF i O. From this

fact the existence of 'I for small e > 0 is dear. The existence of ,; follows in the same

way. For joining the endpoint Zj of ,j with the endpoint Zg of ,; by a curve ,: on VF. n
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UInUg, we will show that the latter set is connected. In coordinates Zl == 1-1, Z2 == 9 -1 the

set has the fonn {(ZI,Z2) E Bp , ZlZ2 == e}, where Bp == {lzll2 + IZ212 < p2}. This set is

topologically the product of a piece of a hyperbola {r1 r2 == C : r1 > 0, r2 > 0, rr + r~ < p2}
and the circle {((, (-1) : ( in the uni t circle of the complex plane}. Therefore VFc nUI n
Ug is connected and lemma 3 is proved.

End oC the proof of theorem A. Prom proposition 1 and 2 follows the existence of a uniquely

determined analytic function uQ in Q == n \ k rJ which coincides with u near some points

of an \ K, namely, near points contained in arf(c an \ K) for some I E O(fi) with

max III < 1 and 1 being a regular value for Rel in O. Clearly, if a connected component
K

of an \ /( contains such points, then uQ coincides with u near the whole component. But

it is easy to see that each component a of an \ /( contains such points. Indeed, take a point

p of a and consider a peak function I p, fp(p) == 1, I/pl < 1 on n\ {p}. Let 1 - e < 1

be a regular value of the function Relp with 1 - c sufficiently close to 1. Tben for the

function I == (1 - e)-1 Ip we have Itl < 1 on K and the set arl c an is elose to p and
therefore it is contained in a. So, part 1 of theorem A is proved.

Part 2 follows immediately. Considering an analytic function near an \ K which is equal

to different constants on different components of an \ K shows that the boundary of each

connected component of Q intersects 00 more than one connected compooent of an \K. By

the maximum principle there is no component of Q with bouodary not intersecting an \ !(
(and, therefore, contained in k rJ ).

Theorem A is proved completely.

2. Analytic extension oe CR-functions to one-sided
neighbourhoods oe hypersurfaces.

ProoC oC theorem 1. Let zEH \ K. If through z there is no genn of a one-dimensional

analytic manifold contained in H (in other words, z is a minimal point of H) by the theorem

of Trepreau [19], [21] each continuous eR -function on H \ K has analytic extension to a

one-sided neighbourhood of z not depending on the CR-function). Suppose Z E H\K is not

minimal and denole by X z the maximal connected one-dimensional analytic manifold through

Z contained in H. By a manifold M contained in H we always mean the image of an

abstract manifold under a smooth injective inclusion into H with injective differential. Note

that M must not be a relatively closed submanifold of H, moreover, the manifold topology

on M must not coincide with the topology on M induced by the topology of H. The fact

that X z is the maximal connected one-dimensional analytic manifold through z contained

in H means that if Yz is a connected one-dimensional analytic manifold, z E Yz C H,
then Yz C X z .

Since K is CR(H) -convex and z (j. K, there exists a continuous eR -function I on H
such that I(z) == 1, max III = 1 - 8 < 1. Consider the part {( E X z : I/(()I > 1-~} of

K
X z which is ufar" from K and denote by Dz the connected component of this set which

contains z. We will prove two lemmas.

Lemma 4. There exists a point p E Dz sueh !hat eaeh eontinuous eR -tunenon on H \ K has

analytie extension to a one·sided neighbourhood 01 p (not depending on the eR -junetion).
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The second lemma is known. It is a result on propagation of one-sided analytic extendability

of C R -functions along analytic submanifolds (for the propagation of analyticity see [8], for

the one-sided variant see [20]). For convenience of the reader who is not familiar with

microlocal technics we give the sketch of a simple proof based only on the theorem of

Trepreau [19], [21].

Lemma 5. Let M be a connected hypersurjace 0/ class C2 in Cn , n ;::: 2. Let X c M
be a connected analytic manifold (in the same sense as be/ore) 0/ complex dimension n - l.
Suppose tor some point p E X alt CR -functions on M have analytic extension to a one
sided neighbourhood 0/ p (not depending on the CR -function). Then the same is true for

all points q E X.

The two lemmas together imply the theorem.

Proof oe lemma 4. Consider the closure (in H) Dz of D z • Since D z is contained

in the Leviflat part of H the set Dz is compacl. Take a point 7] E Dz such that

1/(7])1 = D~x 1/1(;::: I/(z)1 = 1). If 7] is a minimal point of H we are done. Indeed,

by Trepreau's theorem continuous C R -functions on H \ K have analytic extension to a

one-sided neighbourhood of 7] and one can take for p a point of D z sufficiently elose to 7].

Remark. Since continuous CR -functions on H are analytic on analytic manifolds cootained

in Hone can assume by the maximum principle (applied to IIDz ) that 7] E Dz \ Dz . If,
for example, Dz is an analytic disc with smooth boundary ßz , smoothly inbedded ioto H,
then the proof is easy. Indeed, in this case Dz \ Dz = ßz. If ( E ßz is not a minimal point

then obviously ( E X z and I/(()I = 1 -~. Since 1/(7])1 2: 1 and 7] E ßz , 7] is minimal.
The geneml case needs a more detailed consideration of the set Dz .

So, suppose now, 7] is not minimal. Denote by X" the maximal connected one-dimensional

analytic manifold through 7] contained in H . Let B" be a small ball around 7] intersected

with H such that 1II > 1-~ on BfJ' If BfJ is small enough, the real and the imaginary part
of the complex tangent vector to H at points of B" define two linearly independant real

vector fields of elass Cl. Denote by QJ" all real vector fields on B" of unit length which
are linear combinations (with coefficients being real Cl-functions) of these two vector fields.

Let ~fJ be a small analytic disc on XfJ around 7] with smooth boundary and compact

closure 6.'1 in X"' such that 6.'1 C BfJ' Bach point p of 6.'1 can be joined with 7] by an

integral curve of same vector field v E 2JfJ , that means by a curve I = IV,p : [0, Ti] -4 6.'1'
such that 1(0) = 7], ,(Ti) = p, ,/(t) = v(,(t)) for t E [0, Ti]' By the compactness of

~fJ one can take these eurves from a set r of curves with uniformly bounded length, so

Ti ::; T < 00 for all I E r.
Let (n be a sequence of points of Dz tending to 7], (n elose enough to 7]. Tben for
each i E r and each none can define the integral curve In : [0, T-r] -+ H of the

vector field V by the conditions In(O) = (n, i~(t) = v("Yn(t)) for t E [0, Ti] and
In ([0, Ti]) C B". (Tbis fact is weIl known, see, for example [9] Corollary V.4.1.). If for
some i E r, same n and eertain t E [0, Ti] the point in(t) is minimal, we are done. Indeed,

set T~n) = sup {t E [O,Til : f'n(r) are not minimal points of H for 0 ~ T::; t}. Obviously,

o < T~n) ::; T-y and In (T~n)) is a minimal point of H. For 0 ::; t < T~n) the In(t)

are not minimal tx>ints of H., Since III > 1-~ on f'n([O, Ti]) and In(O) = (n E Dz the
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set ,n ([0, T~n)]) is contained in Dz. So, ,n (T~n») is a minimal point contained in the

closure Dz and we conclude as before.

In the other case the whole disc ~" is contained in Dz (see [9] Corollary VA.!.). By ~e

maximum principle applied to 116" we get 116" =const = /("1) with 1/("1)1 2:: 1 and
therefore /IX" =/(7]) and X" C H \ K. It is now enough to prove lemma 4 for X"
(instead of X z ). Indeed, suppose this is done, then by lemma 5 one-sided analytie extension

holds for all points of X" hence also for "1 and so also for points (n E D z , (n elose to 7].

So, we will prove lemma 4 for X". Cover H by small relatively open sets B"k' TJk E

B"k C H, such that for B"" the set of veetor fields 21"" ean be defined as above. We will
consider piecewise integral eurves of vector fields from 21"k; i.e. eurves s : {O, Tl ~ H
such that the intervall (O, Tl can be devided into subintervalls [Tj, Tj+l], j = 0,' .. ,TN,

with 0 = To < Tl < ... < TN = T, and to eaeh j corresponds an integral eurve

of same 21"", say 2J",,(j) : s([Tj,Tj+l)) is contained in B",,(j) and s'(t) = Vj(s(t))
for t E [Tj, Tj+l] for some Vj E 2J",,(j)' Following [8] for a point p E H the set
{q EH: q can be joined with p by a piecewise integral curve} is called the orbit through

p. By [8] an orbit of H is a manifold contained in H the tangent space of which at each

point contains the complex tangent space of H at the same point. So, as is easily seen

directly, an orbit is either an open subset of H either an analytic manifold.

It is clear now that X" consists of all points q which can be joined with "1 by a piecewise

integral eurve 8 of vector fields from 21"" with the whole curve contained in the set of

non-minimal points of H . For proving lemma 4 for X" it is enough to show that there is

a piecewise integral curve 09* : [0, T*] -Jo H with 8*(0) = 1], s*(t) heing non-minimal for

t < T* but s*(T*) being a minimal point of H. In other words, we have to show that X"

is not an orbit. Suppose, in eontrary, it is: Using again Corollary VA.l. of [9] we see that

the set X" (closure in H) is the union of orbits. No orbit, contained in XT1 can be an open
subset of H (the points of such an orbit would have a neighbourhood not intersecling X,,).
So, all orbits in X" are analytic manifolds contained in H. But X T1 is contained in the
Leviflat part of H and therefore, by assumption on H, XT1 is compact. This is impossible,

see [6] page 309, and lemma 4 is proved for X".

Sketch oe the proof of lemma 5. Suppose the lemma is not true. Let Yj X be the non

empty (relatively open) set of points in X for which each eontinuous eR -function on

M has analytic extension to a one-sided neighbourhood (not depending on the function).

Consider a smooth CUIVe , : [0,1] ~ X connecting a point in Y with a point in X \ y
For a continuous C R-function u on M denote by Au the maximum of the following two

numbers: the maximum of U over a compact set in M containing ,([0,1]) in its interior
and the supremum of the analytic extension of u 10 a fixed one-sided neighbourhood 0 0 of
,(0), 0 0 being contained in the union of ]( and the one-sided neighbourhood of ,(0) to

which all continuous CR-functions on M have analytic extension. Let a be the supremum

of all t E [0, 1] for which each continuous C R-function u on M has analytie extension

to a one-sided neighbourhood (not depending on u ) of ,(t), the extension being bounded

by Au. Reparametrizing we will assurne that a = 1 and will show that there is analytic

extension (the extension bounded by Au ) to a one-sided neighbourhood of ,(1). Take a

sequence tn E [0,1), t n i 1 and let Vn be small disjoint neighbourhoods (in Cn ) of ,(tn),
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such that ,(1) ~ Vn for all n. Make a small (but non-trivial) defonnation of B n Vn for

all n in such a way that we obtain a new hypersurface BI of class 0 2 with HI elose

to H and (H1 \ B) n Vn contained in the one-sided (with respect to B) neighbourhood

On of ,(tn) to which all continuous eR -functions on B have analytic extension. For a

continuous 0 R -function u on H define a function u 1 on H1 by u 1 = u on HIn H ancl u 1

heing equal to the analytic extension of u on Vn n (BI \ H) for all n. It is standard to

verify that for HI close to H the function ul is a continuous 0 R -function on BI- This is

dear near points of H\ (~Vn U {,(1)}) and follows easily from the definition of one-sided

analytic extension near points of BI n Vn (n 2:: 1). It remains to see that ul is continuous at

')'(1). For this we use that the one-sided analytic extension of u near points of ')'([0,1)) is

bounded by Au- Further, if the defonnations of H n Vn are non-zero only on a sufficiently

small compact part of Vn , then the hannonic measure of Vn n H with respect to On at

points of Vn n (BI \ B) is bounded away from zero uniformly for n. These facts together

imply that max ]Ul(() - u(')'(l))1 --+ 0 for n --+ 00.
CEVn n(Hl \H)

Now ,(1) E BI is a minimal point of BI. Indeed, BI contains a large piece of the analytic

manifold X, namely X \ UVn , with ')'(1) being in the elosure of this set. An analytic
n

manifold through ')'(1) of dimension n - 1 contained in BI must contain all points of this

set in a small neighbourhood of 1'(1) and so, by uniqueness theorems for analytic manifolds,

it must coincide with X in a small neighbourhood of ')'(1). But by the construction of BI
DO neighbourhood of ')'(1) on X is contained in BI. So, ')'(1) is a minimal point of BI'

Tr~preau's theorem gives an analytic extension of Ul to a one-sided neighbourhood (with

respect to HI) of ')'(1) (not depending on u), the extension being bounded by Au, and it

is clear now that u has an analytic extension to a one-sided neighbourhood of ,(1) (with

respect to H), which does not depend on u. So, in contrast to the assumption, ,(1) E Y.
The contradiction proves that Y = X.

3. Reduction to the case 0' strictly pseudoconvex domains.

Proof oe theorem 2. Let 0 he the one-sided neighbourhood of an \ K described in the

fOTmulation of theorem 2.

Take two other one-sided neighbourhoods 0 1 and O2 of an \ K with 0 1 U an c O 2 uan
and 02 U an c OUan. Assurne that each connected component of 0 1 ( 02 resp.) contains

in its boundary exactly one connected component of an \ K and no other point of an \ 1(.

Dur aim is now to construct strictly pseudoconvex domains nn relatively compact in
n (On tb 0) and compact sets K n C ann such that On \ k On c On+I \ kOn+l and

U (On \ kOn) :J 0 \ A(O)-hull (K). After that we will apply theorem A to each On and
n
K n .

Take an arbitrary small numher bl > O. Denote by U(bl ) the bl -neighbourhood in C2 of

A(n)-hull(1(),U(bI) = {( E C2 : dist((,A(n)-hull(K)) < bl}' Since (aO\K) U U(8I)
covers ao, the set 0 1 U U(bI) covers a one-sided neighbourhood of an.
By theorem 2.6.11. in [10] and Sard's theorem we can choose a strictly pseudoconvex domain

01 with 0 2 boundary, 0 1 ~ 0 and aO l C U(8I)UOl' Consider the compact set a01 n 01
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and cover it with a finite number of connected components of aO l n O2 (each component

intersecting ( 1 ). Call the components C;l), j E J1 with JI, containing a finite number of

elements. Put K 1 = a01 \ U C?). Since U CP) is contained in onan1 and OnA(O)-
JEJ! jeJ! J

hull (/{) = 0, the interior int K 1 of K 1 with respect to an1 is a neighbourhood (in a(1)

of A(n)-hull (l{) n a01.Take for each j E J1 a curve ,?) contained in 0 1 U (aO \ K)

which connects a point in 0 1 which is very elose to some point in Cjt) n 0 1 with a point

in ao \K. Clearly 1]1) does not intersect A(O)-hull (K).

Suppose now, that for I ~ n the strictly pseudoconvex domains 0, c n, the compact sets

K, C an" the finite sets J, and the curves ,]'), j E J" are constructed and construct D.n+l

and Kn+1. The compact set aOn \ KnU U I~n) does not intersect A(O)-hull (K), therefore
. J J

JE n

for sufficiently small Dn+1 > 0, Dn+l < Dn , each compact subset S of U( Dn+I) no has the

property A(O)-hull(S)n {aon \ K n U U li} = 0. Indeed, foreach z E On \ [(nU U ,j
JEJn JEJn

there exists a function /z E A(O) with /%(z) = 1 and max 1/%1 ~ 1 - Dz, D% > O.
. A(O)-hull(K)

Cover aOn \ ]{n U U Ij with finitely many balls B Z1 around z, such that I/zi -11 < ~ on
jEJn

B z, and take Dn+1 > 0 so small that Ifz,(()1 ~ 1 -~ DZ1 for each I and each ( E U(Dn+1)'

Let now On+1 be a strictly pseudoconvex domain with C2 boundary, On ~ On+1 ~ 0,

such that aOn+1 c 0 1 U U(Sn+l)' Cover the compact set aOn+1 n 0 1 with a finite

number CJn+1) (j E Jn+1) of connected components of aOn+1 n 02, each connected

component intersecting 0 1 . Define ](n+1 = aon+1 \ U C~n+
1
). It is clear that ](n+1 C

. J J
JE n+t

U( Dn+d naon +1, A(O)-hull (K) naOn+1 eint K n+l. The curves ,;n+l)(j E Jn+1) are

constructed as before: l)n+1) C 0 1U (aO \ K)' and connects a point in On+1 close to some

point in C;n+l) n 0 1 with a point in an \ K.

Now by the choice of 8n+1 we have A(O)-hull (Kn+1 ) n (aon \ ](n U .U (j) = 0,
JEJn

therefore, since k~+r c A(n)-hull (Kn+l ), we have k~+r nann eint K n (the interior

of I{n with respect to ann ) and fin+1 \ k~+r ~ U 1j n On+I .
JEIn

By the Runge approximation property ([10], theorem 4.3.2) for each On and each

compact K C On the equality k On = i(O holds, where k O denotes the hull

of K with respect to the space O(n) of all functions holomorphic in 0, i(o =

{z E 0 : I/(z)1 :<:: rnJF III for all 1 E O(O)}. So k;!+! n BOn eint Kn and by the local

maximum principle ([10], theorem 7.2.10 and [5] theorem ill.8.2) the inclusion k~+1 nOn C

i(;; holds. The inclusion On+1 \ f{~+!l ~ nn \ k~n is proved.

Now for each n theorem A gives an analytic function U n in nn \ j(~n which coincides

with U near ann \ Kn = U C;n). Prove, that un+110n \ j(~n = uno By theorem A
JEJn

the set nn \ k~n has cardJn components A;n) , and C;n) C aA;n) (j E Jn). For each
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j E Jn the set A;n) U i;n) is eonnected, where i;n) is a eonneeted part of ,ln) n nn+l

which joines a point of fin with a point of ßfin+I n 0 1 • Therefore A~n) U ~.:y~n») is

eontained in A~n+l) UC,(n+1) for some eonnected eomponent A~n+l) of On+1 \ Kn-tr with

C(n+l) aA(n+l) S ··d·th _(n) d th c . A(n), C" 0 un+l eOlnel es W1 u near 'j ,an erelore U n+l = U n In j .

So, we get a weIl defined analytie funetion on the set Q ~f UOn \ k~n. Call it UQ. Suppose
n

the domains .on are ehoosen such that UOn = n and the numbers On > 0 tend to zero. It is

easy to see that then U On \ i(~n :J n \ A(O)-hull(K). Indeed, if z E 0 \ A(O)-hull (K),
n>l

then z E On for n ~ no and there exists / E A(O) with /(z) = 1 and mt< I/I < 1 - h

for same h > O. For some neighbourhood U of A(O)-hull (K) we have by continuity

1/1< 1- 0 on UnO. Byeonstruetion Kn C Ubn nOn, so for n ~ no Kn C unön and
therefore z ~ k~n. So' Q :J .0 \ A(O)-hull (K) :J 01 and from the construction of uQ it is
immediately clear that uQ = u in 0 1 . (Indeed, UQ = U n in On \ k~n, U n is equal to U at
least near points of af!n n 0 1 and for each component of 0 1 the intersection with af!n is

not ernpty for n large enough). Part 1 of theorem 2 is proved. Part 2 follows irnrnediately
as in the proof of theorem A.

Note, that part 2 of theorem 2 holds also with respect to Q = U (On \ k~n) (instead of
n

o\ A(O)-hull (!() ). Tbe only thing whieh, maybe, is not obvious, is that the boundary of

eaeh eonnected eomponents of Q meets ao \ K. But Q :> 0, so if a connected eomponent
of Q intersects a component of 0 then it contains the whole component of O. Since each
eomponent of Q intersects 0 (for large n each component of Q eontains some component
of On \ j(TIn

) the assertion is clear.

Remark 1. In case n has Coo boundary it follows from [7] and [3] that Q = n \ A(f!)
hull (!(). Indeed, by [7] fl is the spectrum of the algebra A(n), so A(f!)-hull (K) is
the spectrum of the uniform closure of the algebra ofrestrietions of elements of A(f!)
to K. By the loeal maximum principle ([15], theorem ill.8.2) and the fact that A(f!)
hull (K) n ann c Kn we have A(fl)-hull (K) n On C A(n)-hull (!(n). By [3] A(O)
hull (](n) = O(!1)-hull (Kn ). So, (see the rem,ark below) for bounded pseudoconvex domains

fl C C2 with Coo boundary the envelope of holomorphy of one-sided neighbourhoods 0
of an \ K ( 0 and !( as in the in theorem 2) is equal to 0 \ A(fl)-hull (]().

Remark 2. Tbe set On \ f(~n is pseudoconvex by the local maximum principle and

Slodkowski's theorem [13] (see also [12]). So U (.on \ k~n) is pseudoconvex by the
n

Behnke - Stein theorem (see [22], 111.16.10). The proof of theorem 2 shows that the envelope

of holomorphy of the one-sided neighbourhood 0 of an \ K (0, n and ]( as in theorem 2)
is schlicht and coincides with n \ ! RA(fl)-hull (K) where ! RA(!1)-hull (K) denotes the

"inner regularization" of the A(O)-hull (!() defined in the following way. A smoothly

bounded strictly pseudoconvex domain D with eompaet closure in n is called admissible

if it has the form D = {u < O} for a smooth plurisubhannonic function U in 0 with
{u < c} relatively compact in n for each cER. Note that for admissible domains 0(0)
is dense in O(b). For an admissible domain D put KD = aD n A(!1)-hull(K). Tbe
inner regularization of A(n)-hull (]() is now defined as follows: zEn n (IR- A(O)
hull (K)) iff z E 0 (n)-hull (KD) for all admissible domains D containing z. It is clear,
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that 1RA(O)-hull (K) C A(O)-hull (I() (since KD C A(O)-hull (K) for each D, we have
O(0 )-hull (KD) c A(0 )-hull (KD) c A(0 )-hull (K).) We don' t know if in general the inner
regularization coincides with the A(O).hull (K).

Note also, that the smoothness assumption for an in theorem 2 is not essential (in that case
we will not speak on CR(an)-convex sets, but on compact sets K with K = an n A(n)
hull (I().)

The present methods can be applied to other two-dimensional Stein manifolds instead of C2•

We will not fonnulate here corresponding results.
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